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the incorporationof hydroxyl ions into forsterite); r and k are fitting exponents introduced in (13, 14, 16). Q and V are activa-

tion energy and activation volume (where
the subscripts refer to flow law), p is the
magnitude of pressure defined by the first
invariant(trace) of the stress tensor, T is the
temperature, R is the universal gas constant, and g is the grain diameter of the
crystal; n, m, and I are constants: the power-law creep, diffusion, and grain size exponents, respectively. T.. is the deviatoric
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Water?
Klaus Regenauer-Lieb,l* Dave A. Yuen,2 Joy Branlund3
Subduction is a major process of plate tectonics; however, its initiation is not
understood. We used high-resolution (less than 1 kilometer) finite-element
models based on rheological data of the lithosphere to investigate the role
played by water on initiating subduction. A solid-fluid thermomechanical instability is needed to drive a cold, stiff, and negatively buoyant lithosphere into
the mantle. This instability can be triggered slowly by sedimentary loading over
a time span of 100 million years. Our results indicate that subduction can
proceed by a double feedback mechanism (thermoelastic and thermal-rheological) promoted by lubrication due to water.
The initiation of subduction remains one of
the unresolved challenges of plate tectonics. Models of subduction (1, 2) require an
instability that forms a weak zone to initiate
subduction. This first instability ruptures
the mechanical coherence of the lithosphere
by localized plastic yielding (3, 4). Fluiddynamical approaches have succeeded in
producing near vertical drops of negatively
buoyant viscous lithosphere promoted by
such localized zones of weakness (5, 6).
However, the yield strength of the lithosphere has been assigned arbitrarily. The
viscous-plastic analogy also neglects the
importance of elastic bending, at oceanic
trenches. Hence, an elasto-visco-plastic instability is requiredthat overcomes both the
barrierof flexural bending and shear resistance on the weak zone in a second finiteamplitude instability (1, 7).
Here, we studied the nonlinear elastovisco-plastic failure of the lithosphere from
linear incremental loading of sediment
piles at passive margins (8). Water content
COH is the only parameter we vary in our
finite-element model (9). The sediment
load function (10) and the thermal model
are fixed at the outset. Sedimentary rock
and water buoyancy response forces are
applied to the bottom of the plane strain
model where two families (z and x) of
linear dashpot elements (force-relative velocity couple) mimic an asthenosphere viscosity of 1021 Pa s (Fig. 1).
The rheology of the oceanic lithosphereis
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stress and

a functionof temperature,pressure,andwater
content. The constitutive equations for the
lithosphereare expressed in tensorialform as
(i) Peierls stress (11, 12)
eL

=

Acuexp

QL + P(VL
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(ii) power law creep (13)
= BcxJ,1 T,jexpLep ~f=Bc~J<
L

e" + eD

2

T

OH)

strain

rate tensor, which is coaxial to the flow
potential defined by the von Mises equivalent stress, which is the second invariantJ,
of T11. We assume that the pressure sensitivity of Peierls plasticity can be recast in
terms of pressure sensitivity of the melting
temperatureof forsterite (17, 18). Composite solid and fluid mechanical properties are
implemented by a linear elastic spring in
series with the fluid dynamic properties
defined above. The total strain rate in plane
strain becomes

-

RT

(2)

The superscriptsE and T refer to elastic and
thermal expansion strain rates. At low temperatures,the creep stress overestimatesthe
strength of the lithosphereand 2J2 > p. In
this case, p defines the yield stress above
which the composite fluid dynamic rheology
is replacedby a von Mises elasto-plasticma-

and (iii) diffusion creep (14)

terial (1]).

e

The coupledtemperature-displacement
problem is fully solved with an energy equation:

Ca J2m

Tiexp [QD

DT
VOH)

-

(3

where A, B, and C are material constants.
Values are given in Table 1. The weakening
effect of water on rheology is twofold. It
can be separated into a scalar weakening
parameter cx (15), responsible for increasing strainrate with increasing water content
in the lithosphere, and its weakening for
increasing pressure by the A VOH- term
(change in molar volume associated with

2
=

'

KV'T +-pC- ,j?,-

(5)

where DT/Dt refers to substantive derivative. The first term describes heat conduction, with K the thermal diffusivity and V2
the Laplace operator. The second term incorporates shear heating where 4i is the
shear heating efficiency (19, 20) of the
dissipative processes in the fluid dynamic
+ ? + ?D. above the creep
state ?Ji -L*
threshold stress p, plastic strain rates replace the fluid dynamic term '.. C,, is the

Table 1. Parameter values as given in (11) through (14) without scaling for tensor notation. Peierls dry:
C = 5.7 X 1011 S-1, Tr = 8.5 X 109 Pa, QL = 536 kJ mol-1. Peierls wet: C = 1.0 X102 s 'To = 9.1
X 109 Pa, QL = 498 kJmol-.

4.8 x 104 p.m3 MPa-21 s-1
20 x 10-6 m3 mol

A, B

VP
VD'I
QD'QP

m, n
r
k
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Power law

Diffusion

Quantity
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1.5 X 103 p.m3 MPa--4 s 1

295 kJmol-'

20 x 10--6 m3 mol- I
470 kJ mol 1

1.1
0.9
1 (0.9)

3
0.98
1 (0.9)
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resting on a fluid dynamic rheological sublayer. The boundary between the fluid and
solid domains is defined by the validity
domain and the importance of the Peierls
mechanism. In laboratory experiments, the
boundary was found to be at about Tbasc =
1200 K correspondingto fluidlike deformation above and solidlike deformation below
this temperature (12). Geological extrapolations expand the range to lower temperatures 1100 to 1200 K (21). In our formulation, the potential for solidlike faulting is
embedded in the fluid layer through the
yield phenomenon of the Peierls mechanism. Above the yield stress, the solid becomes weak and flow starts with a characteristic strain rate of
rA
[ QL + P(VL V0O1
J (6)
= oAexp
RT k

is loaded
passivemargin.The Lithosphere
Fig. 1. Sketchof the modelsetup inspiredby the AtLantic
by a steady flux of sediments;the peak Loadat 100 My is defined by summationof Gaussian
functionsa, exp [- (x - s1)2I(2Wi2)],with a,2I = 10 kin,w, = 30 kin,w2 = 10 km,s, = 0, ands2 =
30 km. The initiaLthermaLconditionsare given by the contouredcooling half-spacemodel.The
feedbackmechanisms.Therefore,no geometricaL!
anaLysisfocuses on weakeningby rheoLogicaL
chemicaLseed for shearzone nucleationhas been assumedother than sourcesof asymmetryby
sedimentload functionandthermaLprofile.Deformationwithinthe weak brittletop 10 km of the
i.e., the sediment pile, is not considered;the top 10 km is strippedoff.
Lithosphere,

We use a water content of 810 > COH > 80
parts per million (ppm) H/Si corresponding
to wet mid-ocean ridge basalt source material (22) and nominally dry material (13) to
calculate the weakening parameter a (15)
for power law and diffusion creep. The
effect of water on Peierls plasticity is un-

tent, laboratory data-based constitutive
equation of a thermo-elasto-visco-plastic
mechanical lithosphere (the solid layer)

specific heat at constant pressure and p is
the density of forsterite.
Our formulation provides a self-consisx
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Fig. 2. Evolutionof dry and wet oceanic lithospherecases. Drycase (Ato D) (COH = 80 ppm
H/Si):(A) (38 My) shows a diffuse shear zone
(paired arrowsindicateshear sense) that nu-

Wet rheology

Dry rheology

cleates near the model surface (10-km depth)

after a 5.7-km-thicksedimentpile has accrued.
The shearzone decoupLessurfacedeformation
from deep fLow(white arrow)in (B) (64 My),
(C) (69 My),and (D) (72 My).Rayleigh-Taylor
instabilitiesnear the base of the lithosphere
of the bottom of
lead to deLamination
finaLLy
the lithosphere,which dropsoff into the mantle. Wet case (Eto H) (COH = 810 ppm H/Si):
After 25 My of sediment loading (panel E),a
hinge-likeshear zone propagatesthroughthe
lithosphereand rupturesits mechanicalcoherency. DuringensuinghighLylocalizeddeformation in (F) (30 My)and (G) (35 My),the hinge
In
straightensup and rotates counterclockwise.
(H) (35.5 My), deformationalong the hinge
speeds up substantially.Strainweakening(not
enabled here) ensures longevity of the shear
zones indicatedby saturatedcolors (orange>
28%). In (H),the shear zone reachescontours
in excess of 250% strainwithin the saturated
colorrange.Thetop of the lithosphereis weakened by a fault that zigzags in left and right
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lateral shear sense. During subsequent defor-
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mation,the left part plungesinto the mantle,
preservingasymmetry through elasticity, an
important difference to fluid dynamic approaches(5, 6).
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known. We assume that (11) and (12) define the dry and wet rheology, respectively.
With a linear scaling of (x between these
bound's and Eq. 6, we obtain a range of
characteristic strain rates between 2 X
10-

16 S-I

< jL

< 3 X 10

s

at Tbase

1100 K.
We investigate whether subduction initiation is possible for a reasonable tectonic
load. Ridge push and sediment loads are
possible contenders for breaking the twodimensional geometry of plate margins.
Ridge push results from thermal expansivity and acts as a far-field lateral push (line
load of 0 1012 N m-'). Sediment loads on
the contraryact locally and depress passive
continental margins vertically. Erosion can
reach an integratedload of the order of 1013
N m-'; therefore, it should be more important than ridge push for bringing passive
margins to criticality. To model the dynamics of the initial instability, we assumed
that the continental margins are uniformly
filled with sediments.
Both wet and dry lithosphere fail under
an applied sediment load in our simulations. However the style of failure is
different. In the dry lithosphere case (Fig.
2, A to D), only the top 10 km fails in a
solid mechanical manner, whereas the lower fluidlike part, defined by 2J2 < p, deforms in a diffuse way. This does not favor
subduction initiation. However, in the dry
case, the sediment load triggers a RayleighTaylor instability in the lower fluidlike
portion of the lithosphere, the bottom of
which delaminates after 70 million years
(My) from the mechanical lithosphere and
drops off. For the dry lithosphere case, our
cooling half-space model thus develops dynamically into a cooling plate model between 70 and 100 My without precipitating
subduction.
In the case of the wet lithosphere (Fig.
2, E to H), it fails on its entire mechanical
thickness and is a suitable candidate for
10123

1022

s-

or

= 150 ppm H/Si.
Just by adding water, we obtain a narrow faultlike zone for lithosphere separation. It needs to be shown that the fault
zone can be sufficiently softened to sustain
subduction. The strain inside the major
fault zone is large (Fig. 2, E to H) and well
above the 500 suggested for strain-weakening mechanism such as void-volatile interaction (23, 24) and dynamic recrystallization (25). Both mechanisms are promoted
by the presence of water, but a sound quantitative description does not exist.
Therefore, we investigated only thermal-mechanical feedback due to the shear
heating term in the energy equation (Eq. 5).
Shear heating feeds back exponentially into
the strain rate equations (Eqs. 1 to 3) and
focuses high stress into the shear zone owing to thermal expansion (Eq. 4). Only a
modest amount of shear heating is required
(10 to 20 K) (26, 27) to cause appreciable
weakening. Even in the absence of a geometrical/chemical seed for shear zone localization (28), the addition of thermalelastic expansion causes marked localization. Our present 600-m global resolution
model can only give an upper bound of
shear zone width and inferred strain rates
COH

s-1) or viscosity (1020 Pass), which

is weaker than the model asthenosphere
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Fig. 3. Viscosityprofileacross the shear zone.
The viscosity minimummarksits location.
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all runs above a value of ?L > I-O

(10-12

0.

=00t)

initiating subduction. The lower fluidlike
part of the lithosphere can deform as a
coupled entity together with the solidlike
elasto-plastic upper part, whereas in the dry
case it does not. The ability to maintain
coherency in the deformation process is
determined by the lithospheric strength and
the role of the plastic Peierls stress mechanism within the viscous layer. In the dry
case, an elastic core is present in the lithosphere. This prevents lithospheric separation for realistic sediment loads when considering additionally other possible sediment load functions and sedimentation-deformation feedback (4). The importance of
the Peierls stress mechanism on triggering
"dry" or "wet" modes of lithospheric failure is obvious from our parameter runs.
Varying of within the two modes simply
delays or accelerates the onset failure.
However, the wet mode is switched on for

(1021 Pass) (Fig. 3).

We have shown that subduction initiation, and therefore, by inference, plate tectonics (29), rely on the presence of water.
An Atlantic-type continental margin would
reach two-dimensional criticality upon the
addition of sediments, if an average load of
10-km thickness is reached. Plummeting of
such a gravitationally and mechanically unstable lithosphere into the mantle can be
envisioned through many subsequent threedimensional mechanisms. Environmental
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loads (sediments, volcanic plateaus, and so
forth) can cause Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities leading to removal of the bottom of the
lithosphere for dry mantle cases. Positive
feedback mechanisms hold the key fior
solving the subduction initiation paradox
(7). We have shown that water and thermal-mechanical feedback can generate a
narrow (<600 m) low-viscosity shear-zone
that cuts across the lithosphere.
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